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DataGlance wins the 2015 Commercial Project of the Year Award for its Electronic Work Package project at Exelon; the University of Utah
Nuclear Engineering Program wins the Education & Research award for its Track & Trace project at its research nuclear facility.

San Francisco, CA – Thursday, March 26th, 2015. DevonWay® Inc., a leading provider of operational intelligence software to high-reliability
organizations, announced the winners of its Project of the Year competition for innovation and sustainable excellence at the Continuous
Improvement Conference (Ci7) in San Diego. The 2015 winner for a Commercial Project went to the Electronic Work Package (eWP) Project, a
collaboration between DataGlance, Inc. and Exelon Corporation. In the Education & Research category of the competition, the University of Utah’s
Nuclear Engineering Program (UNEP) won for its Track and Trace software, which manages incidents and corrective actions.
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Regarding the 2015 nominees, DevonWay President and CEO Rob Trounce said, “The Project of the Year event was a highlight at Ci7 and an
opportunity to see the conference theme of “Achieving Cost-Effective Excellence” in action. We were pleased by the quality of each of the projects
showcased and congratulate DataGlance and UNEP for winning the Project of the Year Award.”

Accepting the Commercial Award for DataGlance and Exelon, Ashok Shetty, President and CEO of DataGlance, said, “We’re pleased to be
recognized for solving real business problems that actually drive operational improvement and help reduce cost.” Mr. Shetty continued, “On July
29, 2014, Exelon’s Clinton Station personnel completed the �rst US commercial nuclear work package that was planned, executed and closed out
in a completely digital format using our mobile platform.”

Accepting the Education & Research Project of the Year Award, Tatjana Jevremovic, PhD, Professor and Director of the University of Utah Nuclear
Engineering Program said, “Our strategy to establish and operate a nuclear safety culture at our research nuclear facility includes training students
in an environment that mirrors nuclear power plant operation.” Regarding their process she continued, “To advance the science behind continuous
improvement, we collaborated with DevonWay to develop Track & Trace, an intelligent action tracking solution for initiating, reviewing, and
processing corrective actions.”

The award proceedings concluded as Chris Moustakas, DevonWay’s Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Of�cer stated, “DevonWay
appreciates the opportunity to work with our collaboration partners in creating solutions to solve complex business problems, and automate and
improve core business processes. We congratulate DataGlance and UNEP as well as all Project of the Year teams who attended Ci7 and
showcased their innovative and valuable projects. We are all united by one goal: the need to operate safely, effectively, and ef�ciently in
challenging, many times highly regulated environments.”

About DevonWay, Inc. 
DevonWay® is the premier provider of on-demand Intelligent Enterprise Solutions that help new and existing customers improve performance,
optimize business processes, and guide change management activities at high reliability organizations. DevonWay’s applications are highly
con�gurable, easy-to-use, quick to deploy, and built to interoperate with popular enterprise systems of record. DevonWay provides the fastest path
to improve mission critical operations while delivering regulatory compliance and improved quality and safety. Headquartered in San Francisco,
with solution centers in Portland, Oregon and Salt Lake City, Utah and regional support of�ces nationwide, DevonWay is equipped to meet your
needs. For more information, call 1.888.DEVONWAY or visit www.devonway.com.

About DataGlance 
In operation since 2001, DataGlance, Inc. provides high quality, mission critical solutions for:

generating and managing complex work �ows and documents (electronic Work Packages and electronic Procedures)
combining non-integrated data into single consolidated work package print documents
generating documents with data driven content for Contracts, Purchase Orders and Requests for Quotes
managing complex archiving and interface solutions, and
supporting real time large scale data migrations and data conversions typically used for legacy system shifts and EAM upgrades.

DataGlance products and solutions are used extensively in Utility and Asset Management applications where companies rely on DataGlance for
critical business solutions.

About the University of Utah Nuclear Engineering Program (UNEP)

The Nuclear Engineering Program (UNEP) follows the University of Utah’s mission to provide excellence and equal opportunity in the areas of
education, research, and public service. The UNEP is nestled within the Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering of the University, but
maintains its own administrative of�ce where UNEP admissions, graduate student records and other program business are processed. The UNEP
is an independent program that draws students from a wide variety of academic backgrounds and utilizes resources and expertise from the
engineering facility. The University of Utah’s Research & Test reactor is one of 33 in the country.

DevonWay is a registered trademark of DevonWay, Inc. © 2015. All Rights Reserved.

For additional information contact:

Sally White, SVP Business Development & Strategy 
DevonWay, Inc. 
655 Montgomery Street, Suite 1060 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
Phone 801-580-7757 
swhite@devonway.com 
www.devonway.com
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